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a b s t r a c t

Spectra of far-infrared conductivity contain useful information on charge transport at nanoscopic length
scales. However, decrypting the mechanisms and parameters of charge transport from the measured
spectra is a complex task in nanostructured systems: in particular, the conductivity is strongly influ-
enced by charge carrier interaction with surfaces or interfaces between constituents of the composite
material as well as by local field effects. Here we review our work on transient far-infrared conductivity
eywords:
ime-resolved terahertz spectroscopy
ltrafast dynamics
ulk heterojunction
emiconductor nanostructures

in polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunctions and in bare and dye-sensitized semiconductor nanoparticles.
Measurements performed by time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy are complemented by Monte-Carlo
calculations which clearly link the charge transport properties and the terahertz conductivity spectra.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ransport
obility

. Introduction

A large effort is currently devoted to replace many devices made
f bulk inorganic semiconductors by those produced by energeti-
ally and economically more favorable thin film technologies and
anotechnologies. This tendency is particularly important for the
evelopment of photovoltaic cells for solar energy conversion into
lectricity. The most widespread cells are based on crystalline and
ulti-crystalline silicon and they can reach efficiencies of 25% and

0%, respectively [1], but the production is rather expensive since
elting of a large amount of material is required in the elaboration

rocess. Power conversion efficiency of Grätzel and plastic (bulk
eterojunction, BHJ) solar cells, for example, is still considerably

ower (values of 11.2% and 7.9% have been reported recently [1]
or BHJ cells and Grätzel cells, respectively); on the other hand, the
ossibility to employ inkjet printing and thin film technologies for
heir fabrication may significantly reduce the costs.
The power conversion efficiency of photovoltaic cells is con-
rolled by several factors, which include light harvesting efficiency,
harge generation, recombination, separation and transport to
lectrodes and energetics of the active materials. The common
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epublic, Na Slovance 2, 18221 Prague, Czech Republic. Tel.: +420 266 052 953;

ax: +420 286 890 415.
E-mail address: nemec@fzu.cz (H. Němec).

010-6030/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.08.006
property of most of the thin-film-based devices is a large complex-
ity related to the lack of long-range order. For example, both intra-
and inter-chain transport has to be considered in bulk heterojunc-
tions. Due to the large disorder inherent to these materials, a high
density of non-conducting states and defect levels exists and for
this reason, the long-range charge transport is slowed down. The
charge transport is thus a serious issue in the thin film devices: it
must be fast enough in order to avoid the charge recombination. In
such a case, the internal conversion efficiency may reach 100%, as
it has been demonstrated recently in a bulk heterojunction [2].

The mechanisms of charge transport in solar cell materials
are frequently investigated using time-of-flight methods or in a
field-effect transistor configuration [3]. These methods indeed pro-
vide detailed information on long-range charge transport which is
highly pertinent for the device operation. The long-range trans-
port can be limited by inefficient inter-chain or inter-nanoparticle
transport to a large extent. Optimization of elaboration technolo-
gies (e.g. by self-assembling polymer chains in bulk heterojunctions
[4] or by fabricating semiconductor nanorods instead of nanoparti-
cles [5–7]) may overcome this bottleneck and the overall transport
would be then controlled by the short-range mobility. However,
due to the apparent experimental difficulties, very little is known

about the mobility in individual nano-elements.

Time-resolved terahertz (THz) spectroscopy is a non-contact
technique for conductivity measurement with sub-picosecond
time resolution and using low electric fields (kV/cm) [8,9]. Due to
the high frequency of THz electric field, the method probes the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.08.006
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
mailto:nemec@fzu.cz
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ransport on a length scale of units to hundreds of nanometers
10,11]. This is precisely the scale of short-range transport in bulk
eterojunctions and in semiconductor nanoparticles. The time res-
lution makes it possible to bring new insight into the dynamics
arly after photoexcitation.

In many aspects, time-resolved THz spectroscopy provides
nique information, which cannot be obtained by other methods.
ll-optical pump–probe methods offer an excellent time resolu-

ion, but they are only sensitive to the occupation of the probed
tates. Though the free-carrier absorption tail can be detected using
onger probing wavelength, it does not contain any fingerprints of
he charge transport mechanisms. The transport mechanisms can
e studied using time-of-flight or time-resolved microwave con-
uctivity techniques, but the time resolution is usually not better
han nanoseconds [12]. Sub-picosecond time resolution and sen-
itivity to the transport properties achievable in transient Stark
pectroscopy is paid off by the necessity to apply very high elec-
ric fields (MV/cm) which often fundamentally affect the charge

obility [13].
In the past, time-resolved THz spectroscopy has been employed

or the investigation of various bulk inorganic semiconductors,
ith a certain emphasis to characterize ultrafast materials with
igh mobility [14,15]. The response of conduction band charge car-
iers can be well described and straightforwardly understood in
erms of the Drude formula for the response of free charge carri-
rs (Fig. 1a) which describes the conductivity over many frequency
ecades. Despite the presence of conduction band charge carri-
rs in semiconductor nanoparticles and bulk heterojunctions, their
Hz conductivity spectra completely differ from the bulk picture
Fig. 1b). A thorough understanding of these spectra is still a subject
f intensive research.

The main aim of this paper is to provide a coherent inter-
retation of the mobility and conductivity in organic bulk
eterojunctions (BHJ) and in nanostructured (dye-sensitized metal
xide) semiconductors. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
ion 2, we present the basic phenomenological models which are
ommonly used for the interpretation of the far-infrared spec-
ra. The investigated systems are inhomogeneous, and therefore
heir effective (averaged) response can markedly differ from the
esponse of their constituents due to the presence of depolariza-
ion fields. Impact of the depolarization fields is described using an
ffective medium approximation in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted
o an overview of experimental work on organic semiconductors
nd semiconductor nanostructures. In Section 5 we show micro-
copic models which have been developed for the interpretation of
Hz conductivity spectra in various nanostructured model systems.
wo systems are then investigated thoroughly. Ultrafast dynam-
cs in polymer:fullerene BHJ is discussed in detail in Section 6,

hereas Section 7 presents some recent results on the photo-
nduced dynamics in dye-sensitized semiconductor nanoparticle
lms.

It should be noted that in this paper, we push forward the inter-
retations of the observed conductivity spectra. We intentionally
kip details on the THz instrumentation, since there are excellent
eviews on this subject [8,9,16].

. Phenomenological models of the far-infrared response

The THz electric field interacts with electrons and ions of a
aterial. The interaction strength for a given frequency f (or equiv-
lently, angular frequency ω = 2�f) is characterized by the (electric)
onductivity spectrum �(f) and by the (dielectric) susceptibility
pectrum �(f), which, in equilibrium, are determined solely by the
icroscopic structure of the material. The conductivity is associ-

ted with the current of free charges while the susceptibility is
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139

associated with the polarization of bound charges. It is often con-
venient to ignore the difference between the real current of free
and the polarization current of bound charges and to describe the
response of material by a single complex response function by con-
sidering the equivalence

�(f ) ⇔ −2�ifε0�(f ), (1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum.
Upon photoexcitation, the properties of a material may be

altered, i.e., the (complex) conductivity changes from �(f) to
�(f) + ��(f), where the term ��(f) is called the photo-induced or
transient conductivity. Though the vast majority of the work dis-
cussed in this paper is related to the photo-induced conductivity,
most of the conclusions apply to the equilibrium conductivity �(f)
as well.

The conductivity normalized by the charge density en (n is the
carrier density and e is the charge) gives an average mobility �(f)
per charge carrier. The frequency dependence of the mobility nat-
urally originates from the fact that charge carriers may move with
different velocity in electric fields oscillating at different frequen-
cies. In optical pump–THz probe experiments the excitation fluence
can be measured in order to determine the number of excitation
events (absorbed photons) nexc per laser pulse and per unit vol-
ume. However, the quantum yield 	 of photoexcited carriers is often
unknown, therefore we cannot directly evaluate the carrier density
n = 	nexc and in turn, the carrier mobility �(f). We thus normalize
the transient conductivity ��(f) by enexc and the result represents
the product of the quantum yield and carrier mobility:

	 × �(f ) = 
�(f )
enexc

. (2)

This product is the essential output of experiments presented in
the paper.

In most semiconductors photoexcitation generates free carri-
ers. Within the semiconductor band structure, the carriers do not
feel any potential and they are scattered by phonons, lattice defects,
impurities, etc. The scattering process randomizes the carrier veloc-
ity. If the time between successive scattering events follows an
exponential distribution with the average time �s, the mean veloc-
ity induced by a delta-pulse of electric field with strength E decays
as

v(t) = eE

m
exp

(−t

�s

)
, (3)

where m is the effective mass of charge carriers. The mobility
describes an ability of charge carriers to move in the electric field
and its spectrum is thus defined as �(ω) = v(ω)/E. Calculating the
Fourier transform v(ω) of Eq. (3), we get the classical Drude formula
of the mobility spectrum of free charges:

�(ω) = e�s

m
· 1

1 − iω�s
. (4)

Eq. (4) expresses two general trends which are characteristic for
the response of any charge carriers which do not exhibit any con-
finement, i.e., which can efficiently move over very long distances:
the real part of the mobility monotonously decreases with increas-
ing frequency whereas the imaginary part is always positive and
it describes an inductive response (Fig. 2). In the Drude formula
[Eq. (4)], the dc (zero frequency) mobility reaches the well-known
value e�s/m and the imaginary part has a maximum at a frequency
1/(2��s). Since typical scattering times in bulk inorganic semicon-

ductors at room temperature are of the order of tens to hundreds
of femtoseconds, a substantial dispersion in the mobility spectra
is expected at THz frequencies. Measurement of the shape of the
conductivity spectrum thus constitutes a mean for scattering time
determination [14,15,17].
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ig. 1. Comparison of mobility spectra of photogenerated electrons measured in var
solid line represents a fit with scattering time of 14 fs). (b) Mobility in ZnO nanopa

Long-distance transport of charge carriers can be prohibited if
here is a restoring force driving them back to their equilibrium
osition upon displacement. Such bound charges are found e.g. in
xcitons or in localized levels like traps. The small charge displace-
ents x encountered with the usual strengths of the THz electric

elds can be described in terms of a driven harmonic oscillator:
d2x

dt2
+ m�

dx

dt
+ mω2

0x = eE(t), (5)

here f0 = ω0/2� is the oscillator resonant frequency and � is the
scillator damping rate. Fourier transformation of the charge veloc-

ig. 2. Examples of mobility spectra corresponding to various phenomenological model
rude–Smith model (�s = 100 fs). Right panel: oscillator model [f0 = 1 THz, � = 2�/(2 ps)] an

s large due to the small damping and it was scaled down by a factor of 20. The mass m w
rms of ZnO. (a) The spectrum of a ZnO single crystal shows a typical Drude response
is considerably lower and its spectrum (shape) is completely different.

ity v = dx/dt then leads to the mobility spectrum

�(ω) = e

m
· −iω

ω2
0 − ω2 − i�ω

. (6)

The behavior of mobility below the resonant frequency is in a
sharp contrast with the Drude model (4). Below f0, the real part

first quadratically increases from zero and it peaks at the reso-
nant frequency f0 whereas the imaginary part is negative – at the
lowest frequencies it exhibits a linear decrease (a capacitive-type
response) and after reaching a minimum, it crosses zero at f0. A real
part increasing with frequency and a negative imaginary part are

s. Closed symbols: real part, open symbols: imaginary part. Left panel: Drude and
d relaxation model [ = 100 fs, � = 2�/(100 fs)]. The amplitude of the oscillator model
as always set equal to the mass of a free electron me.
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ypical signatures of carrier localization, not only within the har-
onic approximation. Above f0, the kinetic energy of carriers will

ominate over the potential energy and the carrier motion will be
imited by its inertia and not by the potential profile. Indeed, in
he prototypic case of a harmonic oscillator above the resonant
requency, we can identify the behavior known from the Drude

odel (4): the real part decreases with frequency and the imagi-
ary part is positive. In other words, for high-enough frequencies,
harge carriers no longer feel the localization.

In the case of an overdamped oscillator (� � ω0), the low-
requency mobility approaches

(ω) = e

m�
· iω

iω − 1
, (7)

hich expresses the response of a Debye relaxation with the relax-
tion time  = �/ω2

0. Here the real part increases from zero and for
requencies ω �  it saturates at the value of e/(m�). The imaginary
art is negative and peaks at the frequency 1/(2�). Note that this
xpression is valid for low frequencies only. For higher frequen-
ies, it does not reflect the increasing kinetic energy of carriers and
herefore the real part does not drop to zero which violates the sum
ule.

The conductivity of nanostructured systems is frequently fit-
ed by an extension of the Drude formula proposed by Smith [18].
t is based on a Drude model with the consideration of possibly
nisotropic scattering. The mobility spectrum reads

(ω) = e�s

m
· 1

1 − iω�s

[
1 +

∞∑
n=1

cn

(1 − iω�s)
n

]
, (8)

here the coefficients cn describe the persistence of velocity in
he nth scattering event and they can be identified with the mean
osine of the scattering angle: values lower than zero indicate a
referential back-scattering. If the collisions were independent, cn

ould be equal to cn
1. In such a case, the series can be summed up

nd it turns out that the result is the simple Drude model (4) with a
odified relaxation time �s/(1 − c1). Smith thus made an important

ssumption that the persistence of velocity is retained only in the
rst collision (c1 /= 0, cn = 0 for n ≥ 2) which reduces Eq. (8) to

(ω) = e�s

m
· 1

1 − iω�s

[
1 + c1

1 − iω�s

]
. (9)

his expression is often called the Drude–Smith model. On the one
and, the model (9) fits very well the conductivity spectra in a
ich variety of systems, ranging from poor metals over semicon-
uctor nanostructures to polymers [18–20]. Its universality is due
o the possibility to change continuously the coefficient c1 and
hus to tune the response from delocalized (c1 = 0) to localized
c1 = −1). On the other hand, the model was criticized that it does
ot respect the time homogeneity, i.e. that the first scattering event

s different from the others [21]. This makes the microscopic inter-
retation of the parameters of the Drude–Smith model ambiguous.

n Section 5 we will review some recent microscopic models of the
ar-infrared transient conductivity of nanostructured systems. It
ill be shown that these models can be often approximated by the
rude–Smith model when a limited spectral range is considered,
hich allows establishing the microscopic meaning of the param-

ters of the Drude–Smith model. However, it will also be shown
hat the Drude–Smith model necessarily fails in systems possessing
arious localization length scales.
. Local field effects

When dealing with strongly inhomogeneous systems, it is nec-
ssary to consider that the local electromagnetic field generally
iffers from the applied one due to the presence of depolarization
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139

fields. In this section, we evaluate the screening of the electric field
of the THz pulse due to the dielectric structure of the system. This
is a purely electromagnetic effect and it is in a sharp contrast with
Section 5 where an influence of potential barriers on charge trans-
port is described – these may be present even in a system which
is dielectrically percolated. In other words, in Section 5 we evalu-
ate the response of carrier to the local field (i.e., to the field at the
place where the charge actually is); in this section, we determine
this local field.

In nanostructured systems, the dimensions are typically smaller
than 1 �m and they are thus much smaller than the wavelength
of the probing radiation (>0.1 mm for frequencies below 3 THz).
The problem of depolarization fields can be then best accounted
for by a suitable effective medium approximation which relates
the effective (measured) conductivity with the conductivity of the
constituents. Choice of the effective medium model is determined
by the material nanostructure. For example, Maxwell-Garnett the-
ory [22] applies for diluted non-percolated particles dispersed in
a matrix, whereas the Bruggeman model [23] can account for the
percolation of particles.

The impact of depolarization fields on the conductivity spec-
tra is best illustrated within the Maxwell-Garnett approximation
where the effective properties can be expressed in a mathemat-
ically very simple form. The model assumes a mixture of sparse
non-percolated particles embedded in a (percolated) matrix. Let us
denote εp and ��p the permittivity and the transient conductivity,
respectively, of the particles; εm and ��m the permittivity and the
transient conductivity, respectively, of the matrix; and ε and �� the
effective permittivity and the transient conductivity, respectively,
of the composite. We can thus straightforwardly analyze the cases
where either the non-percolated component (particle) is photocon-
ducting (��p /= 0, ��m = 0), or where the percolated component
(matrix) is photoconducting (��m /= 0, ��p = 0).

In equilibrium, the Maxwell-Garnett model reads

ε − εm

ε + Kεm
= s · εp − εm

εp + Kεm
, (10)

where s is the volume fraction of the particles and K is the shape fac-
tor (K = 2 for spherical particles and K = 1 for cylinders with the axis
perpendicular to the electric field polarization). The equilibrium
effective permittivity ε can be simply expressed from Eq. (10):

ε = εm · εp(1 + Ks) + εm(1 − s)
εp(1 − s) + εm(s + K)

. (11)

Eq. (10) can be straightforwardly generalized for the out-of-
equilibrium case by replacing εj by εj + i��j/(ωε0):

ε + i
�
ωε0

−
(

εm + i
�m
ωε0

)
ε + i
�

ωε0
+ K

(
εm + i
�m

ωε0

) = s ·
εp + i
�p

ωε0
−

(
εm + i
�m

ωε0

)
εp + i
�p

ωε0
+ K

(
εm + i
�m

ωε0

) . (12)

We analyze Eq. (12) separately for cases when only the particles
are conducting and when only the matrix is conducting.

For conducting particles in a non-conducting matrix (��p /= 0,
��m = 0), Eq. (12) simplifies to


� = 
�p · εm(1 + sK) − ε(1 − s)

εm(s + K) + εp(1 − s) + i
�p
ωε0

(1 − s)
. (13)

Let us now examine how an increase of the transient conductivity of
particles (e.g. by increasing the excitation density) affects the effec-
tive transient conductivity ��. For low excitation density, ��p is

small and it can be neglected in the denominator, at least for higher
frequencies (|��p/ωε0| � |εm|, |εp|). In such a case, 
� ∝ 
�p and
the proportionality factor depends solely on the equilibrium per-
mittivities εp and εm and on the structural parameters s and K. For
high-enough excitation density, the ��p term in the denominator
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Fig. 3. Real and imaginary part of “effective” mobility [defined as �eff = ��/(ne)] calculated within the Maxwell-Garnett theory (13) for various charge carrier densities n.
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arameters used for the calculation were K = 2, s = 0.1, εp = 7.8, εm = 1.5, ��m = 0, ��
4) with the same parameters as in Fig. 2. The values of ��p at zero frequency are a
ocal field effects start to change the spectral shape dramatically.

ill dominate and the effective transient conductivity �� (pro-
ortional to −iω) will no more depend on ��p. These two regimes
re characteristic for any structure containing non-percolated con-
ucting particles embedded in a non-conducting matrix. For low
xcitation densities, the effective transient conductivity is simply
roportional to the transient conductivity of the particles, while for
igh excitation density, the effective transient conductivity satu-
ates and approaches a negative frequency-dependent imaginary
alue. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we consider
harges inside isolated particles with ��p exhibiting the Drude
ehavior. The particles conductivity ��p scales linearly with the
ensity of charge carriers. For low carrier densities (and not too

ow frequencies), the effective conductivity �� follows the Drude
odel as well. However, with increasing carrier density, the effec-

ive transient conductivity deviates from the Drude model and a
esonant behavior clearly appears [24]. This so-called plasmonic
esonance can be described by a harmonic oscillator response with
pecific amplitude and parameters f0 and � [21]. The essential dif-
erence with Eq. (6) is that here the resonant frequency f0 varies
ith the excitation fluence.

For the opposite case of a conducting matrix containing non-
onducting particles (��m /= 0, ��p = 0), Eq. (12) becomes

� = 
�m ·
εp(1 + sK) +

(
2εm + i
�m

ωε0

)
K(1 − s) − ε(K + s)

εp(1 − s) +
(

εm + i
�m
ωε0

)
(K + s)

. (14)

his equation greatly simplifies for the case prevailing in perco-
ated nanocrystalline semiconductor films in which εp � εm (for
xample, ZnO and TiO2 matrices with air voids) and it reduces
o 
� = 
�m · K(1 − s)/(K + s) independently of ��m, which means

hat the spectra of transient effective conductivity and the transient
onductivity of the matrix have identical shape and they differ only
n amplitude.

For a low-permittivity matrix (εp � εm), the behavior of Eq.
14) may be very complicated. For illustration, we point out a
�p where the mobility of charges inside the particles �p follows the Drude model
dicated to provide an order of magnitude estimate of the conductivities where the

few properties for the case εp � εm. In the low ��m regime, the
effective conductivity becomes 
� = 
�m · (1 + sK)/(1 − s) > 
�m,
which shows that �� is enhanced due local fields induced
by the high-permittivity particles. In the high ��m limit, we
obtain 
� = 
�m · K(1 − s)/(K + s) < 
�m. The transition between
these regimes cannot be described in terms of variation of
the proportionality constant and a substantial reshaping of the
conductivity spectrum may occur at intermediate excitation
densities.

The properties of Eqs. (13) and (14) allow us to draw important
general conclusions for experiments with inhomogeneous systems
where a dependence on the excitation density is measured. For
low excitation densities (|��j/(ωε0)| � |εj|, j ∈ {p, m}), the effective
conductivity always follows the conductivity ��j of the conduc-
tive component (j = m or p). If the effective conductivity remains
proportional to ��j even for |��j/(ωε0)|� |εj|, it is possible to con-
clude that the conducting parts of the sample are mostly percolated
(and to a certain extent confirm the assumption εp � εm). On the
other hand, development of a resonance in the spectrum of ��
and its blue shift with increasing excitation fluence evidences that
the conducting parts of the system are isolated from each other.
Note however, that for high excitation fluences the spectrum of
the conducting parts ��j may change as well. Care has thus to
be taken to separate effects due to depolarization fields and due
to the intensity-dependence of the intrinsic conductivities ��p

or ��m.
In experiments, the pump beam is often absorbed only near

the surface of the investigated sample and the transient conduc-
tivities 
�p and 
�m then decrease exponentially with the depth
of the sample. If the relation between the conductivity of compo-

nents and the effective conductivity is non-linear, the profile of the
effective conductivity will be no longer exponential. In this case,
a careful analysis accounting for the depth profile of the effective
conductivity has to be carried out, e.g., the photoexcited layer can
be approximated by a multilayered slab [25].
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. Overview of past experimental work

.1. Organic semiconductors

The pioneering TRTS study on semiconducting polymers has
een performed by Hendry et al. [26]. In a prototypic solu-
le polymer poly[2-methoxy,5-(2′-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylene-
inylene] (MEH-PPV), the authors found that photoexcitation first
enerates a certain density of separated electron–hole pairs, which
ecombine on the sub-picosecond time scale. Subsequently, the
esponse is solely due to excitons. This dynamics was nicely
esolved in the time-evolution of the THz conductivity spectra since
eparated electrons and holes have a response different from that of
xcitons. It was also confirmed that separated charges are stabilized
pon adding an electron acceptor 1-(3-methoxycarbonyl)-propyl-
-phenyl-(6,6)C61 (PCBM [27]) which captures electrons while the
oles remain free to move along polymer chains. The studies were
ubsequently extended to characterize the role of inter-chain inter-
ctions. For high chain density in films, (hot) exciton dissociation
ielding electrons and holes on different chains is possible and it
esults in a more efficient early-time charge generation compared
o MEH-PPV solution with much lower chain density [28]. Unlike
n MEH-PPV which exhibits charges with sub-picosecond lifetime,
ree charges generated in regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene)
RR-P3HT) – which is characterized by a high long-range order –
ave a lifetime of several nanoseconds [29].

Much effort was devoted to the study of how various exter-
al parameters influence the transient THz conductivity spectrum
nd its ultrafast evolution. Particular attention was paid to the
ependence on the excitation fluence [20,30,31]. In neat P3HT, the
mplitude of the sub-picosecond conductivity peak scales almost
inearly with the excitation fluence and this was attributed to the
irect generation of separated charges. The fluence-independent
ecay rate then evidences that the initial recombination of sep-
rated charges is geminate. Conversely, the conductivity at long
ump–probe delays depends sub-linearly on the excitation flu-
nce which was attributed to non-geminate recombination of free
harges. In P3HT:PCBM blends, both sub-picosecond and long-term
ransient conductivities scale almost linearly with the excitation
uence. Similar findings have been reported also for other poly-
ers [31,32]. The role of PCBM concentration on the transient THz

onductivity spectra is not as dramatic as in the case of bulk het-
rojunction power conversion efficiency. Though there is a certain
ptimum PCBM concentration which maximizes the transient con-
uctivity, the transient conductivity does not drop to zero when
CBM is absent [20,33,34]. Variation of temperature and excitation
avelength has been also examined and it was found that, quite

urprisingly, these parameters have almost no influence either on
he dynamics or on the transient conductivity spectra [20,30,31,37].

Comparatively much less attention was devoted to exploit infor-
ation encoded in transient conductivity spectra of separated

harges. The spectra in all polymers for photovoltaics investigated
o far exhibit a localized character, i.e., an increasing real part and
egative imaginary part. The shape of the spectrum was modeled
ithin a tight-binding approximation and the model accounted for

he torsional disorder [35]. The results were successfully applied to
PV and P3HT polymers; on the other hand, a certain drawback that
he amplitude of the calculated spectra has to be scaled to match the

easured THz spectra [26,28,29,35]. In a few other works, the tran-
ient conductivity spectra were fitted by the Drude–Smith model
20,30,36]. The fits provide quite high values of the mobility and a

ery low quantum yield of free charges; these results are incompat-
ble with the known internal quantum efficiencies of real operating
olar cells based on nominally the same blends. It was demon-
trated that there is a correlation between the amplitude of THz
obility and the mobility measured in field-effect transistor con-
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139

figuration [32,33], but an explanation of the orders of magnitude
difference between these mobilities is lacking. Transient conduc-
tivity spectra were also modeled as a sum of relaxation processes
[34]. Later on, it was found that these two relaxation processes are
related to the carrier localization on two different length scales and
a model allowing the determination of the pertinent length scales
was developed (Ref. [37] and Section 5).

The “localized” transport does not appear in all organic com-
pounds. Notably, band-like transport described by a Drude model
was reported in pentacene in the form of both single crystals and
thin polycrystalline films [38–40]. Explanation of the paradox of
low mobility incompatible with the band-like transport [41] was
provided in terms of strong electron coupling to low-frequency
phonon modes [42].

4.2. Semiconductor nanostructures

There have been many reports on measurements of transient
conductivity in several semiconductor nanostructures based on
various materials. The results have been interpreted using either
the Drude, or the Drude–Smith model, in some cases combined
with different effective medium approximations. However, a uni-
versal model or a more general explanation why quite different
models have to be employed for different systems and structures
is lacking.

The first TRTS experiments in semiconductor nanostructures
have been carried out by the Schmuttenmaer group [7,19,25,43].
The measured transient conductivity spectra always exhibited
a localized response. However, several different models were
employed in order to explain the observed phenomena in differ-
ent systems. Response of nanoparticle arrays of TiO2 and InP was
attributed to the disorder-limited transport and it was described
in terms of the phenomenological Drude–Smith model [19,43].
For a suspension of CdSe nanoparticles, the Bruggeman effective
medium approximation was combined with a Drude response of
charges in individual nanoparticles to account for the observed
shape of the spectrum [25]. An analogous approach was used to
describe the THz conductivity of various ZnO nanostructures [7].
Here the Bruggeman effective medium approximation was used
along with a description of the Drude–Smith response of individual
charges.

THz conductivity is sensitive to the coupling between individ-
ual nano-components, as it was reported in arrays of InP and PbSe
nanocrystals [43,44]. For example, it was found that the coupling
strongly depends on the distance between the nano-components
as well as on the material separating the nano-components.

The Drude–Smith model without further application of effec-
tive medium theories was used for the investigation of some other
systems, including silicon nanocrystals [45,46] and InN nanorods
[47]. In thin gold films, it was applied to characterize the degree of
percolation of gold nanoparticles composing the films [48].

The importance of local field effects was demonstrated in the
case of TiO2 nanoparticles [24]. An effective medium approxima-
tion along with a Drude model succeeded in the explanation of
transient conductivity of these TiO2 nanoparticles as a function of
both excitation fluence and temperature. The impact of local fields
on the response of charges in isolated particles can be also under-
stood in terms of oscillations of a charged plasma localized in the
particles [21,49]. This explanation was also used for the interpreta-
tion of transient conductivity and its excitation fluence dependence
in GaAs nanowires [50,51], or for the interpretation of spectral

changes upon a metal insulator transition in VO2, which occurs by
a nucleation and growth of microscopic metallic domains [52].

It is interesting to note that some differences can be encountered
between the spectra of steady state and photoexcited conductivity.
A localized response was observed in the case of intrinsic electrons
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n a porous InP structure, i.e., in a material where the semiconductor
s percolated and its characteristic dimensions are larger than the
lectron mean free path [53,54]. On the other hand, the response
n these structures became Drude-like for the photoexcited elec-
rons. This counter-intuitive behavior was attributed to the surface
epletion layer, which effectively reduces the area for free electron
otion in the ground state, while in the photoexcited state this

ayer may be significantly reduced.
In this paper we focus on the response of free electrons in nanos-

ructures. However, in some specific cases other excitations may
ontribute as well. In the steady state, response of lattice vibrations
ay be important [55]. In photoexcited systems, excitons may exist

nd their conductivity at THz frequencies is then proportional to −if
56,57].

. Microscopic models of the far-infrared response

.1. Hopping along polymer chains

An illustrative model of the response of charge carriers on poly-
er chains was developed by Prins et al. The model assumes that

harge transport on polymer chains is purely diffusive (character-
zed by a diffusion coefficient D) and the charge confinement is only
ue to reflecting (infinite) barriers enclosing the polymer chain

ength L. The mobility spectrum is then described by the series
58,59]

(ω) = 8eD

kBT
·

∞∑
k=0

C−2
k

1 − C2
k

D/(iωL2)
= 8�int ·

∞∑
k=0

1

C2
k

iωk

iωk − 1
, (15)

here kB is the Boltzmann constant, �int = eD/(kBT) is the intrachain
obility, and Ck = 2�(k + 1/2). The right-hand expression of Eq. (15)

hows that this formula is a sum of Debye-like relaxations [Eq. (7)]
ith relaxation times k = L2/(C2

k
D). For ω → ∞, the series can be

ummed: the result approaches �int and the summand with k = 0
learly dominates. A natural approximation of Eq. (15) is thus a
ingle Debye-like relaxation [37]

(ω) ≈ �int
iω0

iω0 − 1
(16)

ith relaxation time

0 = eL2

��intkBT
. (17)

his expression links the length scale (L) and a characteristic fre-
uency [1/(2�0)] above which the barriers do not influence the
obility spectrum. For illustration, a chain with a length L = 10 nm

nd an intrachain mobility �int = 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 yields 0 = 1.2 ps
nd 1/(2�0) = 0.13 THz. Dispersion in the THz range will be thus
bserved only for short distances between the barriers and high
ntrachain mobility. The relaxation time increases rapidly with the
arrier distance and for chain lengths of a typical polymer the relax-
tion shifts to the microwave region, in which case the effects
elated to a finite polymer chain length can be neglected in the
Hz spectral region.

Calculation of the mobility spectra in a more general situation,
uch as for charges on polymer chains containing partially reflect-
ng barriers (representing breaks in conjugation along the polymer
hain) or traps, can be efficiently accomplished by a Monte-Carlo
ethod [37]. In this method, a series of simulations is performed

o find (stochastic) trajectories of charge carriers. These trajecto-

ies are controlled by the probability of hopping from one repeat
nit to another. Specific forms of these probabilities allow one to
odel the influence of barriers or traps on the charge motion. The
obility spectrum �(f) is then calculated from the autocorrelation

unction of carrier position using the Kubo formula [60].
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139 129

For simplicity, we consider straight polymer chains containing
equidistantly spaced repeat units with length a. The chain is termi-
nated by perfectly reflecting (infinite) potential barriers enclosing
N repeat units. The carriers can hop between the nearest neighbor-
ing unit and the mean time for the hop to a given neighbor is �hop.
In this situation, the diffusion coefficient Dint describing the carrier
motion on an infinite chain without defects equals a2/�hop, and the
Einstein’s relation then provides the intrachain mobility (mobility
of charges moving on an infinite chains without defects):

�int = ea2

kBT�hop
. (18)

Firstly, we investigate the influence of potential barriers enclos-
ing segments of Nˇ repeat units (Fig. 4a). The mean time for passing
over the barrier is denoted �ˇ. Infinite barriers are characterized by
�ˇ → ∞, while absence of barriers is equivalent to setting �ˇ = �hop.
In Fig. 4b, the mobility spectra are plotted for carriers moving along
the chains containing infinite and finite potential barriers. When
the barriers are infinite (�ˇ → ∞), the spectrum can be accounted
for by a single relaxation term, in agreement with Eq. (16). Its relax-
ation time a is short for short segment lengths and it increases with
Nˇ. Substituting Eq. (18) and L = aNˇ into Eq. (17) we get

a = �hop ·
(

Nˇ

�

)2

, (19)

which is confirmed by the simulations (Fig. 4c). Lowering the bar-
riers (i.e., using a finite �ˇ) results in a growth of the low-frequency
mobility and an additional relaxation with a longer relaxation time
b is then required to fit the calculated spectra. The short and long
relaxation times correspond to the diffusion times along the seg-
ments and along the entire chain, respectively. More generally,
introduction of a localization process on a specific length scale gives
rise to an additional relaxation with a relaxation time expressing
the diffusion time on the appropriate length scale. Since Nˇ in Eq.
(19) must be greater or equal to two, it turns out that a cannot be
shorter than �hop · (2/�)2. In other words, the value of a (which can
be found e.g. by fitting experimental data) imposes the upper limit
on the value of the hopping time �hop.

Secondly, we study the response of chains containing potential
wells (traps) located regularly at each Nωth repeat unit (Fig. 5a).
In this case, the mean release time is �ω/2 and absence of traps
is represented by the value of �ω = �hop. A typical mobility spec-
trum of carriers on a polymer chain with potential wells is shown
in Fig. 5b. Regardless of the density of traps and of the release time
�ω , the spectra are always described essentially by a single relax-
ation term. Increasing the density of potential wells N/Nω results in
a decrease of the mobility nearly without the change of its spectral
shape (i.e., there is only a slight change of the relaxation time a).
For low trap densities, we can thus formally consider that a part
of carriers moves along the chains without traps and their frac-
tion is reflected in the quantum yield 	. The remaining carriers are
trapped in states not contributing to the THz conductivity. Even
with the known fraction of trapped carriers (1 − 	), it is not possi-
ble to determine unambiguously the density of traps N/Nω and the
release time �ω since increasing Nω has almost the same effect as
decreasing �ω .

The mobility spectra in Fig. 4b can be formally fitted by the
Drude–Smith model [Eq. (9)]. However, in this case, the parameters
of the Drude–Smith expression have no physical meaning; at the
best, it is possible to find some formal relation between the param-

eters �s and c1 of the Drude–Smith model and the microscopic
quantities such as �hop and �ˇ/�hop employed in the simulations.

When comparing the mobilities calculated within the frame-
work described above, it is important to recall that we calculated
the mobility of carrier motion in one dimension. In experiment,
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Fig. 4. (a) Scheme of the potential profile and corresponding mean transition times for the simulation of mobility on polymer chain with partially reflecting barriers. (b)
C , clos
N N = 3
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alculated mobility spectra of charges moving on polymer chains with infinite (�ˇ = ∞
ˇ of repeat units enclosed between the barriers (the total polymer chain length was

erm; dashed lines: fits of spectra calculated for the finite barriers by two relaxatio
37]].

ostly solutions or thin films consisting of randomly oriented poly-
er chains are investigated. The calculated mobilities must be thus
ultiplied by the factor of 1/3 to account for the random orienta-

ions of polymer chains.
A similar approach considering either the barriers or the traps

as been employed in Ref. [61] for the calculation of time depen-
ence of the diffusion coefficient and mobility along polymer chains
ontaining a Gaussian distribution of energies of barrier heights or
rap depths. Here we concentrate on the calculations of the mobil-

ty spectra at THz frequencies. We set the height of the barriers
r the depth of the traps to one given value; this approach clearly
llustrates the influence of such defects on the THz mobility spectra.

ithin the developed theoretical framework, it is straightforward
o consider a realistic distribution of barrier heights or trap depths

ig. 5. (a) Scheme of the potential profile and corresponding mean transition times for
obility spectra of charges moving on polymer chains with traps characterized by the m

ines: fits of spectra by a single relaxation term. (c) Parameters of the fits from (b). The ho
ed symbols) and finite (�ˇ = 50�hop, open symbols) barriers and for several numbers
2). Solid lines: fits of spectra calculated for the infinite barriers by a single relaxation

s. (c) Parameters of the fits from (b). The hopping time was �hop = 22 fs [after Ref.

which would be closer to the situation in a real polymer and more
adequate for comparison with experimental data.

5.2. Band-like transport in nanoparticles

The microscopic picture of band-like transport in non-
degenerate semiconductors is in fact a Brownian motion of charge
carriers. Most of the time, the carriers move freely and only occa-
sionally, they scatter e.g. due to an interaction with phonons.

Inside semiconductor nanoparticles with sizes much larger than
the charge carrier Bohr radius, it is reasonable to assume that
the motion is the same as in the bulk material described by
the mean scattering time �s. In the model, each scattering event
results in a randomization of the velocity vector v according to

the simulation of mobility on polymer chain containing trap sites. (b) Calculated
ean release time �ω = 20�hop (symbols). The total polymer chain length was N = 32.
pping time was �hop = 22 fs [after Ref. [37]].
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Fig. 6. Scheme of processes which can occur in a nanoparticle upon carrier interac-
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Fig. 7. Mobility spectra of charges in nanospheres calculated using the Monte-Carlo
method for pr = 1 and ps = pt = 0 for various values of ˛. The other parameters of the
simulation were lfree = 10 nm, vtherm = 1.17 × 105 m s−1 (T = 300 K) and �s = 85.6 fs. The
thin dashed line illustrates a Drude–Smith fit over the entire plotted spectral range
ion with the nanoparticle surface (dashed line). Thick line represents the incident
arrier; the dotted arrows indicate possible trajectories after photoexcitation. Upon
cattering event, the charge carrier can travel any direction. Upon reflection event,
he charge carrier remains in the original nanoparticle.

he Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, which allows accounting
or the carrier temperature. Unlike in bulk, carriers in semi-
onductor nanostructures can interact with the surface which
an be described in terms of the following three probabilities
pt + ps + pr = 1; Fig. 6):

With a probability pt the carrier continues its motion without
interacting with the nanoparticle boundary.
The nanoparticle boundary isotropically scatters the carrier with
probability ps which means that there are equal probabilities that
the carrier enters another nanoparticle or that the carrier remains
in the original one.
The carrier is reflected (scattered) back to the original nanopar-
ticle with a probability pr. Such a process arises due to energy
barriers between the nanoparticles and it is the only process
leading to the carrier localization.

The probability that the carrier remains in the original nanopar-
icle (it is scattered back) is thus pb = pr + ps/2 while the probability
hat it enters another one is pf = pt + ps/2 and this probability can be
nderstood as a permeability of the nanoparticle boundary.

A Monte-Carlo method is used to simulate trajectories repre-
enting the stochastic motion of charge carriers. The mobility of
arriers is then calculated using the Kubo formula [62]

ij(ω) = e

kBT

∫ ∞

0

[
〈vi(0)vj(t)〉 exp(iωt)dt

]
, (20)

here the averaging <. . .> takes place over a canonical ensemble
f carriers represented by a temperature T. It is possible to perform
he simulation in almost any geometry. For the sake of simplicity,
e mostly consider spherical or cubical nanoparticles. Such sys-

ems are macroscopically isotropic, therefore the mobility tensor
s diagonal and the diagonal elements of the mobility tensor �ii are
qual to each other.

It turns out that the shape of the spectrum is determined only
y the parameters pt, pr, ps and ˛ = d/lfree (d is the nanoparticle
ize and lfree = vtherm/�s is the carrier mean free path where vtherm =

3kBT/m is the thermal velocity). The remaining parameters (�s,
, T) only determine the pertinent scales of length, time, frequency
nd mobility amplitude. By analysis of Eq. (20), one can find specific
caling rules which are important for subsequent discussion and for
he reduction of the number of representative simulations [11] (in

he following we do not consider the carrier mass m as a variable
arameter).

Examples of the calculated complex mobility spectra for isolated
anospheres (pr = 1) are shown in Fig. 7. The mobility approaches
ero at sufficiently low frequencies for finite ˛ since the local-
for ˛ = 3 which yields parameters �DS = 83 fs and c1 = −0.912 (the line is not shown
above 5 THz as it is indistinguishable from the line corresponding to the mobility
calculated by the Monte-Carlo method) [after Ref. [11]].

ization cancels the long-range transport. The real part of the
mobility spectrum shows a peak, therefore the imaginary part
must become negative in a certain spectral interval in order to
satisfy the Kramers–Kronig relations (analogously to the conduc-
tivity spectrum of bound charges [8]). The peak in the real part
decreases in amplitude and its frequency f0 shifts to higher fre-
quencies upon decreasing ˛ (enhanced localization). The position
of the peak is closely related to the ballistic round-trip time of car-
riers �rt = 2d/vtherm: we find that a relation f0 ≈ 0.9/�rt is quite well
satisfied in spherical nanoparticles for ˛�30. With increasing ˛
more scattering events occur during the round trip and for ˛�30
the resonance frequency is no longer well defined in the spectra.
The decrease of the conductivity amplitude with decreasing ˛ is
related to the fact that the effective carrier scattering is enhanced
by frequent reflections at the nanoparticle surface.

The spectrum then approaches the Drude model as the proba-
bility pr decreases to zero (Fig. 8). The most remarkable difference
consists in a non-vanishing real part of the mobility at zero fre-
quency, which is caused by the fact that the charges may pass from
one nanoparticle to another and the long-distance transport is thus
enabled. Other features (peak in the real part of the mobility shifting
with ˛, negative imaginary part of the mobility at low frequencies)
are similar to the preceding case. For pr = 0 the carrier localiza-
tion is lost and the nanoparticle boundaries contribute merely to
the isotropic scattering process (ps = 1) or they have no influence

(pt = 1). The mobility is then described by the Drude formula; in the
former case, the effective carrier scattering time is shortened com-
pared to the bulk material. Such a type of behavior was observed
in CdSe nanoparticles [25].
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ig. 8. Mobility spectra of 10-nm semiconductor nanoparticles calculated using the
onte-Carlo method for various pr. The other parameters of the simulation were

free = 10 nm, vtherm = 1.17 × 105 m s−1 (T = 300 K), �s = 85.6 fs, pt = 0 and ps = 1 − pr.

It should be noted that the entire conductivity spectra calculated
sing the Monte-Carlo method cannot be fitted by the Drude–Smith
odel. However, it is interesting to note that when a restricted

pectral region (spanning over about a decade in frequencies or
ess) is considered, the spectrum can be reasonably well approxi-

ated by Eq. (9).
The simulations can be straightforwardly extended to describe

he response of more complex systems, including either complex
hapes or systems with more than one conducting component. For
xample, transient THz conductivity was investigated in nanocrys-
alline mesoporous films grown by “bricks and mortar” technology
63,64]. This material is characterized by a high crystallinity and
imultaneously it is porous which is achievable at low calcination
emperature. The properties are controlled by preparation condi-
ions, namely by the proportion between the crystalline “bricks”
nd the amorphous “mortar”. Subsequent calcination leads to the
eeded growth of the nascent crystallites. Simulations of the THz
obility spectra of photogenerated electrons made it possible to

nd a mean size of the crystallites and to show that a connectivity
etween the crystallites (which are rather distant from each other)
xists.

Temperature-dependent studies constitute a powerful test of
ransport mechanisms in bulk semiconductors. Due to the substan-
ial dependence of the mean free path on temperature, the model
eveloped above predicts a strong dependence of the mobility spec-
ra on temperature in nanostructures (Fig. 9). The temperature

ependence of the transient THz conductivity was studied exper-

mentally in detail in microcrystalline silicon [65]. This material
xhibits a complex structure, consisting of large grains surrounded
y an amorphous tissue. The large grains with size of hundreds
f nm are built of small grains with typical size of about 20 nm
Fig. 9. Symbols: mobility spectra of microcrystalline silicon (58%-crystallinity) mea-
sured 50 ps after photoexcitation at 800 nm and at various temperatures. Lines:
results of Monte-Carlo calculations of mobility in 20-nm silicon grains with grain-
boundary reflectivity pr = 0.98 for various temperatures [after Ref. [65]].

[66]. Fig. 9 shows the conductivity spectra measured at 50 ps after
photoexcitation when the charge carriers should be in thermal
equilibrium with the lattice. At room temperature, it was possible
to describe the response by using our model of band-like transport
of charge carriers confined within the small grains. However, in
contrast with the Monte-Carlo simulations, the experimental con-
ductivity spectra show very weak temperature dependence (Fig. 9).
These discrepancies at low temperatures between the simulations
and the experimental spectra lead to a rejection of the interpre-
tation based on an intra-grain band-like transport of carriers. The
observed response was instead assigned to hopping between sur-
face states on the small grain boundaries [65].

6. Ultrafast dynamics in polymer:fullerene blends

We investigated in detail the ultrafast dynamics in a blend of a
low-band-gap polyphenylene LBPP-1 and PCBM and in a blend of a
low-band-gap polyfluorene APFO-3 and PCBM. The polyphenylene
LBPP-1 consists of an alternating sequence of two types of monomer
units: a low-band-gap segment and a dialkoxy-phenylene unit
[67]. The polymer APFO-3 (poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctyl-fluorene)-alt-5,5-
(4′,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3-benzo-thiadiazole)]) also consists of two
different types of monomer units: a fluorene unit, and a low-
band-gap segment of benzo-thiadiazole [68]. Both copolymers have
a rather low-band gap: the absorption of APFO-3 extends up to
650 nm and LBPP-1 exhibits an additional near-infrared absorption
band extending to more than 1100 nm. This makes them interest-
ing for photovoltaic applications since they can harvest a significant
fraction of the solar spectrum.

The individual copolymers were dissolved in chloroform and
blended with the soluble fullerene derivative PCBM. Approximately
1 �m thick films were prepared by drop-casting the solution on
fused silica substrates. The transient THz conductivity was mea-
sured in usual setups for optical pump–THz probe experiments

[65]. The density of excitations was about 8 × 10 cm . This is
many orders of magnitude more compared to the standard solar
intensity and it is also near the threshold where the non-geminate
recombination starts to be effective in APFO-3:PCBM blend [69].
Since the dynamics in APFO-3:PCBM has been shown to be exci-
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Fig. 10. (a) Pump–probe scan measured in the LBPP-1:PCBM blend (1:4) upon exci-
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ation at 620 nm (line) and 800 nm (symbols). (b) Measured spectrum of transient
onductivity in the LBPP-1:PCBM blend at three representative pump–probe delays
pon photoexcitation at 620 nm (symbols, left axis) and mobility obtained in the
onte-Carlo calculations (lines, right axis) [after Ref. [37]].

ation independent below this threshold [69], we believe that our
bservations are relevant for the solar illumination regime as well.

.1. Experimental results

A pump–probe scan without spectral resolution, expressing the
ime dependence of the average THz photoconductivity of the LBPP-
:PCBM blend, is shown in Fig. 10a. It displays an instantaneous
ctivation followed by a sub-ps decay. The decay then slows down
o that a non-vanishing signal is observed even 1 ns after photoex-
itation. Examples of measured transient conductivity spectra for
few pump–probe delay times are shown in Fig. 10b for the LBPP-
:PCBM blend. Their shape does not change significantly with �p
hich indicates that the transport mechanism does not change,
nd that only density of mobile carriers decays.

The transient conductivity can in principle originate both from
ositive and negative charges. Following photoexcitation, the elec-
ron is rapidly transferred to the fullerene ball and the hole remains
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139 133

on the polymer chain [70,71]. We found experimentally that direct
above-gap excitation (400 nm) of PCBM produces a signal with
comparable magnitude and with a very short lifetime (∼0.5 ps).
However, the long wavelengths employed for the photoexcitation
of blends are absorbed mainly in the polymer and not in the PCBM,
hence the signal from direct excitation of PCBM is only marginal.
This implies that the observed conduction is mainly due to holes
moving along polymer chains. This view is also supported by the
Stark spectroscopy which showed that the electron mobility in
PCBM at early time is only 0.0048 cm2 V−1 s−1 [13].

Based on the results presented in Section 5.1 (model in Fig. 4),
we conclude that the shape of the conductivity spectrum represents
charge hopping along polymer chains containing closely spaced
potential barriers of finite height. In the Monte-Carlo simulations
of the mobility spectra of the LBPP-1:PCBM blend we considered
�hop equal to 22 fs which corresponds to the time a hole needs
to traverse the repeat unit length at thermal velocity. In fact, the
rapid increase in the real part of conductivity excludes the possi-
bility that the hopping time is longer than this value [cf. Eq. (19)
and discussion below]. This means that the intrachain mobility is
rather high: 40 cm2 V−1 s−1 [Eq. (18)]. The shape of the observed
conductivity spectrum for pump–probe delays ≥2.5 ps is then best
matched with parameters Nˇ = 4, �ˇ = 1.9 ps, and N�26. The pres-
ence of finite potential barriers (finite �ˇ) and the distant chain
terminations (large N, consistent with the number average of repeat
units per chain xn of LBPP-1 [67]) appear in the spectra as the non-
vanishing real part of conductivity at the lowest THz frequencies.
The small value of Nˇ is then related to the rapid increase of the
conductivity with frequency.

Very similar behavior was observed in the APFO-3:PCBM blends
[34]. In Fig. 11 we illustrate the comparison between the mea-
sured data and mobility spectrum calculated by the Monte-Carlo
method. The repeat unit length is now ∼2.1 nm. Assuming that
holes move at thermal velocity yields �hop = 31 fs and intrachain
mobility �int = 55 cm2 V−1 s−1. The shape of the observed con-
ductivity spectrum is then best matched with parameters Nˇ = 4,
�ˇ = 1.1 ps and N�8 which are quite close as those found for the
LBPP-1:PCBM blend.

In both blends, there is a large difference between the cal-
culated mobilities and the measured yield-mobility products
(Figs. 10 and 11) which shows that only a minority of initially
generated charges remains mobile a few ps after photoexcitation.
We can estimate the yield as the ratio between the measured
yield-mobility product and the calculated mobility. For example,
2.5 ps after photoexcitation the yields are 3.2% in APFO-3:PCBM
and 1.6% in LBPP-1:PCBM and they further decrease with increasing
pump–probe delay. These yields are much smaller than the internal
quantum efficiency which represents the yield of charge carriers at
very long time scales and which in both investigated blends sub-
stantially exceeds 10% [67,68]. This leads us to the conclusion that
most of the photoexcited charges are trapped on the picosecond
time scale, i.e., they do not contribute to the THz spectra but they
can still mediate slow conduction on long time scales [3].

In Ref. [37] we also studied in detail the sub-picosecond dynam-
ics in the LBPP-1:PCBM blends. Since it is faster than the probing
THz pulse length, special methods based on a two-dimensional
Fourier transformation [72,73] were applied for the transient con-
ductivity retrieval. We found that the conductivity spectra at sub-ps
time scale are qualitatively similar as those presented in Fig. 10b.
It is possible to match them with the same value of Nˇ, but with
a shorter time for hopping over barriers: � ′

ˇ
= 0.3 ps. The hopping
over the barriers is thus easier at short times and less efficient at
longer times. This can be understood as a result of carrier cool-
ing when the initial excess energy facilitates hopping over barriers.
We also identified two decay times – 180 fs and 860 fs – which
correspond to the cooling and trapping times, respectively.
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ig. 11. (a) Measured transient conductivity spectrum in the APFO-3:PCBM blend at
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inetics in the APFO-3:PCBM blend. These data were measured with the excitation
uence of 3 × 1014 ph/cm2 and with the excitation wavelength of 580 nm.

.2. Resulting picture

A detailed analysis of visible transient absorption measure-
ents carried out on APFO-3:PCBM blends has been performed in

ef. [69]. This study was recently extended to two other accep-
ors, C70-PCBM and C70-BTPF [74], with the same APFO-3 polymer
nd the results provide information about charge generation, sep-
ration and recombination in BHJ films. Charge separation and
ormation of mobile charges contributing to the photocurrent is

key process of a functioning solar cell, which is poorly under-
tood. By combining the results from the visible and THz transient
bsorption measurements we can shed some light on how this
appens [74]. Photoexcitation of the polymer results in gener-

tion of a bound polaron pair with a characteristic formation
ime of 100–200 fs, somewhat dependent on the driving force
or charge transfer. This charge pair further separates under the
nfluence of the very high early-time charge mobility observed
n the THz experiments. In a BHJ film with no internal electric
tobiology A: Chemistry 215 (2010) 123–139

field, the charges only separate a few nanometers, how much
depends on the properties of the BHJ material, and then recom-
bine on the nanosecond to hundreds of nanosecond time scale. In
a functioning solar cell with an internal electric field, the some-
what separated, but still interacting, charges are fully separated
into free mobile charges that can be extracted from the material
and contribute to the photocurrent. Decreased Coulomb attrac-
tion as a result of medium polarization, polaron formation and
its dynamic nature resulting in time fluctuating screening, prob-
ably are important features in the free charge formation process
[74].

7. Dynamics and transport in bare and sensitized
semiconductor nanoparticles

The operation of a dye-sensitized solar cell relies on the effi-
cient electron injection from a photoexcited sensitizer molecule
to the conduction band of a semiconductor (often wide band-gap
metal oxides) [75,76]. The product of this process is a mobile elec-
tron and an oxidized sensitizer (cation). The generally accepted
picture is that mobile electrons appear in concert with injection.
Our results show that charge injection and formation of mobile
charges are not necessarily directly connected, and that charge
transport in the active solar cell material can be different from that
in non-sensitized semiconductors. This is related to strong electro-
static interaction between injected electrons and dye cations at the
surface of the semiconductor nanoparticle.

We take advantage of combining results of visible and THz
pump–probe spectroscopy. Probing in the visible and infrared
range typically provides information about the electronic state of
the dye molecules, i.e., the formation of oxidized dye molecules
(cations) upon electron injection [75,77–80] is monitored. Probing
in the THz spectral range is sensitive to the transport of mobile
charge carriers (injected electrons). Several reports on measure-
ment of transient THz conductivity in bare and sensitized TiO2
and ZnO nanoparticles were previously published [7,19,24,81,82],
but they did not establish a comprehensive picture of the ultrafast
charge transport.

We investigated in detail [83] the dynamics in ZnO and
TiO2 nanoparticle thin films (mean particle diameters 15 and
9 nm, respectively) sensitized by Zn(II)-5-(3,5-dicarboxyphenyl)
phenyl-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP-Ipa) [84] and Ru(2,2′-
bipyridyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid)2(NCS)2·2H2O (Ru-N3) dyes [85].
The transient THz conductivity was measured in usual setups
for optical pump–THz probe experiments [65]. Two different
states were induced by different excitation wavelengths: either
electron–hole pairs were generated in the semiconductor nanopar-
ticles by above-gap pumping (266 nm or 300 nm), or the dye
molecules were excited by radiation in the absorption band of
the respective dyes (558 nm for ZnTPP-Ipa, 400 nm for Ru-N3).
Transient absorption (TA) experiments were performed using a
standard TA spectrometer based on a 1 kHz laser amplifier [86]. The
pump pulse was polarized at the magic angle to the polarization of
the white-light-continuum probe.

7.1. Ultrafast dynamics

In Fig. 12a we see that after the excitation of the dye in sensitized
ZnO, the rise of the photoconductivity which represents the pop-
ulation of injected mobile electrons (emobile) occurs on the tens to

hundreds-ps time scale. The corresponding rise for dye-sensitized
TiO2 occurs on the sub-ps and few ps time scale (Fig. 12a). The
fact that ZnO films sensitized by both dyes behave in the same
way shows that the slow injection of mobile electrons is related
to a property of ZnO nanoparticles rather than to a particular dye
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This bound EC state can either recombine (5) or dissociate into a
mobile electron in ZnO and cation (4). The initial part of the TA
decay of ZnTPP-Ipa/ZnO (Fig. 12b) reflects the depopulation of the
EC complex caused by recombination (5) (approx. 75%) and cation
ig. 12. (a) Evolution of transient THz conductivity (normalized to unity). The lines
symbols). This wavelength was selected due to the largest difference between the
ine represents a vertically flipped and shifted transient THz conductivity of ZnTPP-I
he line represents a shifted and scaled transient THz conductivity of ZnTPP-Ipa/TiO

olecule. Mid-IR probe of injection of conduction band electrons
n Ru-N3/ZnO has previously demonstrated a similar slow kinet-
cs [77,87] which means that both THz and mid-IR radiation probe

obile electrons.
Combination of results by time-resolved THz and TA spec-

roscopy makes it possible to gain detailed new knowledge on
he injection and recombination mechanisms. The TA spectra and
inetics measured in the interval 560–740 nm were fitted glob-
lly which revealed that the spectra can be decomposed into three
pecies associated spectra corresponding to the initially excited
tate D*, the resulting dye cation D+ and an intermediate state
Fig. 13). The shape of the cation spectrum is very similar to
hose previously reported [88,89] and clearly distinct from other
ong-lived potential photoproducts, e.g. triplets [90,91]. The inter-

ediate state is formed within ∼5 ps. The rate of its decay is the
ame as the rate of the THz signal rise (attributed to the forma-
ion of mobile charges, Fig. 12b) and its spectrum resembles that
f D+. In the experiments of Katoh et al. on Ru-N3/ZnO [92] a
pecies with spectral characteristics similar to that of the Ru-N3
ation (termed exciplex) was observed immediately after excita-
ion (∼100 fs). Thus, for ZnO sensitized with both ZnTPP-Ipa and
u-N3 the formation of a species with spectral properties similar
o those of the oxidized dye is very fast (<5 ps) and precedes the
ation formation.
The THz and TA results for dye-sensitized ZnO can together be
nderstood within the kinetic scheme of Fig. 14a. Photoexcitation
f the sensitizer (1) leads to an electron–cation (EC) complex within
5 ps (3) in which the electron is strongly bound to the cation and

herefore it does not contribute to the THz signal, whereas the TA
only to guide the eye. (b) Transient absorption of ZnTPP-Ipa/ZnO probed at 655 nm
ient absorption of the initially excited state D* and of the excitation products. The
O from (a). (c) Transient absorption of ZnTPP-Ipa/TiO2 probed at 655 nm (symbols).

(a) [note that the line is not flipped, unlike in panel (b)] [after Ref. [83]].

spectrum of the EC complex is similar to that of the cation (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13. Species associated spectra obtained from a global fit of the transient absorp-
tion spectra measured in ZnTPP-Ipa/ZnO. Shown are spectra of the initially excited
state (S1), electron–cation complex (EC) and of the ZnTPP-Ipa cation (D+). D+ × 4
denotes the spectrum D+ multiplied by 4.
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ig. 14. Scheme of the processes in dye-sensitized ZnO and TiO2. (1) Dye excitat
issociation of EC complex, (5) recombination of EC complex and (6) charge recomb

ormation (4) (approx. 25%). Because of the very slow recombina-
ion of injected electrons (6), the THz signal at long times (�1 ns)
eflects the total population of injected mobile electrons, which
s equal to the population of cations. From the scheme in Fig. 14
t can be predicted that the measured formation rate of mobile
lectrons should be equal to the observed decay rate of the EC com-
lex through pathways (4) and (5). This is indeed confirmed by the
erfect match of the rise of the THz kinetics and the decay of TA
inetics (see Fig. 12b where the two kinetics are superimposed).
ince there is no significant THz signal immediately after photoex-
itation, we conclude that there is no substantial amount of mobile
lectrons injected into ZnO directly. Note that the recombination
5) of the EC complex limits the number of mobile electrons injected
nto the conduction band of the semiconductor. We thus conclude
hat the EC complex recombination may decrease the efficiency of
nO-based solar cells.

The injection/recombination dynamics observed for sensitized
anocrystalline TiO2 films is fundamentally different from that
bserved for sensitized ZnO. The THz and TA kinetics of both dyes
Fig. 12a and c and Refs. [75,77–80,87]) show that both cations and

obile conduction band electrons appear on the same ultrafast
ime scale (100 fs–10 ps). This suggests that charge injection into
iO2 is a direct process [(2) in Fig. 14]. Slow electron–cation recom-
ination (6) occurring on a hundreds-ps time scale and longer is
bserved in ZnTPP-Ipa/TiO2 as the decays in the TA and THz sig-
als (Fig. 12a and c). The common origin of these processes is
nderlined by the same decay rates, as shown in Fig. 12c. The THz
onductivity for Ru-N3/TiO2 does not start to decay even on the
anosecond scale whereas it decays with ∼1 ns lifetime in ZnTPP-

pa/TiO2 which may negatively influence the efficiency in real solar
ells.

.2. Transient THz conductivity

Transient far-infrared conductivity spectra (Fig. 15) provide
nformation on the local transport of carriers photogenerated in
he semiconductor or injected into the semiconductor. As discussed
n Section 5.2, the observed spectra of photogenerated carriers in
are semiconductors can be explained by a band-like transport
f electrons localized inside the semiconductor nanoparticles. The
ssumptions of our model of transient conductivity closely resem-
le those of the flight phase of the “random flight model” [93]. The
onte-Carlo simulations revealed that the probability pr that an
lectron is reflected by the surface is 80% for ZnO and 90% for TiO2
11]. This means that long-range electron transport (relevant for
he solar cell operation) indeed exists; however, it is considerably
educed due to the limited connectivity between the nanoparticles
94]. The difference between the spectra of ZnO and TiO2 are mainly
) direct electron injection, (3) formation of an electron–cation (EC) complex, (4)
n. D – dye molecule [after Ref. [83]].

related to the large difference in effective electron masses. The
shape of the conductivity spectrum (i.e., namely the ratio between
the real and imaginary part) is the same for carriers photogenerated
in bare and sensitized nanoparticles. This means that attachment
of neutral dye molecules does not influence the electron transport
properties. Note that the magnitudes of THz conductivities both
in bare and sensitized samples should be taken with care; since
they are scaled by charge yields, they may be affected by inhomo-
geneities of the samples.

Apart from the amplitudes, the conductivity spectra of electrons
injected into TiO2 nanoparticles from either Ru-N3 or ZnTPP-Ipa are
the same as the spectrum of photogenerated electrons in TiO2. We
thus conclude that dye molecules either in their neutral or oxi-
dized state do not influence electron transport in TiO2. The small
variance in the zero crossing of the imaginary part of conductiv-
ity can be attributed to slightly different nanoparticle diameters
and/or probabilities pr in individual samples.

In contrast, the conductivity spectrum of electrons injected into
ZnO differs from the spectrum of photogenerated electrons; namely,
the real part of conductivity is considerably lower. Our hypoth-
esis is that cations restrict the motion of injected electrons even
after these escape from the EC complex. The interaction between
the cations and the injected electrons is necessarily electrostatic.
This interaction is screened in TiO2 nanoparticles due to their high
permittivity (80 compared to 8 in ZnO) so that the oxidized dye
molecules do not influence electron transport in TiO2, in agreement
with our observations.

In order to confirm our hypothesis and to further understand
the influence of oxidized dye molecules on the electron transport in
ZnO, we investigated the response of electrons localized within the
nanoparticles and moving in a model potential. The method from
Section 5.2 was extended to account for the electron movement in
a potential. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that the semi-
conductor nanoparticles are nanocubes surrounded by a border;
the border properties are the same as those of the bare nanoparti-
cles (namely the electron reflection probability pr). The attractive
electrostatic force is approximated using a harmonic potential. Its
minimum is located at the nanoparticle surface (Fig. 16). The advan-
tage of this configuration is that the low permeability (high pr)
of the nanoparticle surface mimics the repulsive force which pre-
vents recombination in the real system. Under these conditions,
the calculations match the experimental data if a harmonic poten-
tial with the eigenfrequency of 10 THz is used. This model is of

course very approximate, nevertheless it shows that the height of
the potential barrier for the electron transport is about 100 meV
(see Fig. 16a). The degree of electron localization caused by the
potential is illustrated by the electron distribution function plot
in Fig. 16b.
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Fig. 15. Transient far-infrared conductivity spectra in bare and dye-sensitized ZnO and TiO2 nanoparticles. Symbols (left axis): measured data; lines (right axis): calculated
mobility of directly photogenerated electrons (solid) and injected electrons (dashed). These lines overlap in the left graph [after Ref. [83]].
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ig. 16. (a) Geometry employed in the Monte-Carlo simulations of electrons intera
ndicate nanoparticle boundaries. (b) Calculated electron density distribution withi

.3. Resulting picture

Electron injection into ZnO results in the formation of a bound
lectron–cation complex, which breaks up into an electron and
ation or recombines on the time scale of tens to hundreds of
icoseconds. The mobility of electrons that escape from the com-
lex is strongly impaired by attractive electrostatic interaction with
he cation at the semiconductor surface. In TiO2, injection results in
nstantaneous formation of mobile electrons and the charge recom-
ination is very slow. We attribute the different charge transport

nd recombination in the two semiconductors to the screening of
he electrostatic interaction in TiO2 due to its high dielectric per-

ittivity. Direct photoexcitation of the semiconductor results in
nstantaneous formation of mobile electrons for both ZnO and TiO2.
lectrons also jump between particles with low probability.
ith dye cations. The cation is located in the center of the picture. The dashed lines
configuration sketched in (a) [after Ref. [83]].

ZnO is being explored as a promising material for many opto-
electronics applications, including dye-sensitized solar cells, due
to its ability to self assemble into various nanostructures and its
high intrinsic electron mobility [95]. The EC complex formation
in dye-sensitized materials, with its consequences of fast charge
recombination and drastically reduced mobility could limit the use
of ZnO as a solar cell material. On the other hand, these drawbacks
can be possibly remedied by an improved technology of prepara-
tion, e.g., by coating the ZnO nanoparticles with a thin layer of a
high dielectric permittivity material.
8. Summary

Time-resolved THz spectroscopy is a powerful non-contact
method for investigation of the charge transport. Due to the high
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requency of the probing radiation, the photogenerated charges do
ot typically diffuse by more than a few tens of nanometers during
ne cycle of the probing radiation. The THz conductivity spectra
hus provide information about transport on nanoscopic distances
nd contain rich fingerprints of charge transport mechanisms in
anostructured semiconductors. On the other hand, understand-

ng these conductivity spectra remains a rather complex task. One
ajor problem is how to describe the charge transport and cor-

esponding spectra of THz conductivity. In the manuscript, we
eviewed two prototypic examples: band-like transport of elec-
rons localized in semiconductor nanoparticles, and hole hopping
long polymer chains. Another major issue is due to the inherently
nhomogeneous nature of nanostructures. That implies existence of
epolarization fields which more or less dramatically influence the
onductivity, depending on whether the photoconducting material
s or is not percolated.
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